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FOOD STORAGE   ‘2 in 1 solution’ 

 Better Solution with this Patent Pending Food Storage System 

 Individual Healthy 16OZ Portion Sized in Clear inserts 

 Tall Tumbler Size, takes less space and microwave re-heats faster 

 Cool to the touch Rim makes removing hot inserts easy  with no tools 

 Stopper lids pop off when heated to release pressure by themselves 

 Wide mouth and no crevices for the dishwasher to sanitize properly 

 BPA free and phalates free inserts 

 Saves on time and money for your snacks, meals and on-the-go. ENJOY 

GRAB AND GO CONVENIENCE & DESIGNS FOR EVERYONE 

 Drop and Twist your insert into the thermal container - SIMPLE 

 Thermal Insulated separately, plus 3 wall design with insert 

 Take inserts out for re-heat purposes, re-heat when YOU want 

 Insert and Stopper with Lid seal properly, for travel and utility 

 Remove clear inserts to see state of food and freshness 

'Food is made on Sundays and I now individually fill and store (looks 

more appetizing) in the inserts with airtight lids which I fridge or Freeze for 

the rest of the week. Everyone grabs the inserts and eats right out of them 

for snacks and meals and for HOT, reheat inserts in microwave with lid on, 

the mess of plates are skipped, then everyone puts the inserts in the dish-

washer.  I end up making more inserts, as they don't even make it out the door as intended. No more mess and ug-

ly looking food, saves room also. GREAT IDEA and PRODUCT! ' 

 
No Mess, No Waist, Less Time. BRILLIANT! 



PDQ and PACKAGING OPTIONS 

FOOD STORAGE with GRAB & GO CONVENIENCE 

FREE STANDING UNIT  

Thermal Container and insert 
(stopper) Lid, Insert TAG, Ring, 
& Bonus insert and (stopper) 
lid 

Dimensions: 6.5*7*4 (H*W*D) 
in inches 

Minimum order: 12 

Mixed pa erns: Yes 

BOXED STANDING UNIT  

Box, Thermal Container, Insert, 
(stopper) lid 

Dimensions: 10*5*3.75 
(H*W*D) in inches 

Minimum order: 12 

Mixed pa erns: Yes 

SHELF/ TABLE STANDING UNIT  

Box, Thermal Container, Insert, 
(stopper) lid  

Dimensions:  18*20.75*12 
(H*W*D) in inches with header 

Minimum order: 12 

Mixed pa erns: Yes (4*3) 

Config: 12 Thermal Containers  

FLOOR STANDING UNIT  

Box, Thermal Container, In-
serts, (stopper) lids 

Dimensions: 62*19*21 
(H*W*D) in inches with header 

Minimum order: 24 or 32 

Mixed pa erns: Yes (4*6) 

Config: 24 Thermal Containers 
and 9 (2 pack) inserts  or  32 
Thermal Containers 

www.dropandtwist.com 

Customized Floor and Shelving units can be accommodated—all shelving and PDQ’s are not included with pricing  sheets purchases 

BOXED  STANDING UNIT  

Box, Thermal Container, 3 * 
Inserts, 3*(stopper) lids 

Dimensions: 11.5*10*3.25 
(H*W*D) in inches 

Minimum order: 12 

Mixed pa erns: Yes 



BOX and PACKAGING OPTIONS 

FOOD STORAGE with GRAB & GO CONVENIENCE 
www.dropandtwist.com 

Customized Floor and Shelving units can be accommodated—all shelving and PDQ’s are not included with pricing  sheets purchases 

Trendy NHL  Mossy Oak 
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TOP 5 LIFESTYLE BENEFITS 

Your Storage container replacement, Drop and Twist inserts benefit by 
design, fi ng in small spaces and takes up less room. Easy to hold and 

manage, designed ver cally instead of flat, which accommodate your healthy 
made foods, snacks and le overs for be er convenient food management. 

Drop and Twist Insert System is a great all–in‐one solu on that goes in the 
freezer/fridge, microwave, dishwasher sani ze and grab and go thermal con‐

tainers. Eat your foods cold, or microwave hot with the lid stopper on then just grab 
the cool touch rim to handle and enjoy your hot snacks and meals.  

Saves me and money, preparing your foods in batches, and individ‐
ually packed. Finally a design that supports making fresh and appe z‐

ing looking foods that are healthy, and delicious. Clear inserts let you por‐
on control your meals, see what your ea ng, and the state of food, in‐

cluded lid stoppers seal air ght, keeping foods be er preserved, and 
las ng longer. 

Relax and take your me, with everything premade and looking delicious, eve‐
ryone in the family can now get their own snack's and meals on their own. In‐

serts are so convenient they get grabbed and eaten out of directly (instead of  plat‐
ed) and designed to go in the dishwasher.  

Drop and twist  Grab and Go convenience, just couldn't be easier 

Be YOURSELF with these thermal containers, with Grab and Go conven‐
ience. Designs that are you or a reflec on of yourself (trendy and fashion‐

able) travel perfectly with the insert system, just Drop and Twist the inserts 
into the insulated thermal container, keeping foods hot and cold longer, carry‐
ing handle included. Reheat foods when you want, no mess, and easy handling. 

SAVINGS 

www.dropandtwist.com 

Insert System with Thermal Grab and Go Convenience 

FOOD 
MADE 

HEALTHY 
& 

With  
LOVE 

* making food at home in larger quan es 
vs takeout and convenience prices 

UP TO 

* 



PREP 
and PACK 

CONVIENENCE 
Healthy and 

Fresh

Thermal Unit
• Designed with carrying handles

• Beautiful designs to appeal to everyone

• Patent pending 3 wall thermal utility. 

• Swap inserts  means no need to clean thermal 
unit. 

• 12oz disposable inserts are also available to 
meet your daily needs. 

Insert System
• 100 % BPA FREE

• Inserts include stopper lids to keep 
food sealed. 

• 16 oz Clear Inserts for easy visibility to 
food stored and portion control

• Inserts can be heated in the microwave 
or frozen in the freezer. 

• EASY TO CLEAN – Inserts can be 
cleaned in the dishwasher!

Thermal Multi Insert System

DTT‐057
Cats Slim
783956100337

DTT‐058
Cats Colour &Overlay
783956100344

DTT‐061
Americana
783956100375

DDT‐063
Dynamite
783956100399

DTT‐055
Fish Pantel
783956100313

DTT‐051
Bumpy
783956100269



DTT‐059
Zigzag
783956100351

DTT‐060
Plaid
783956100368

DTT‐062
Lifestyles Veggie
783956100382

DDT‐064
Posion Bad Food
783956100405

DDT‐065
Do Not Touch nametag
783956100412

DDT‐066
My Favourite Macaroni
783956100429

DTT‐056
Retro Robot Yellow
783956100320

DTT‐054
Paisley Golden Green
783956100306

DTT‐053
Flora Black background
783956100290

DTT‐053
Pawbones
783956100283

DTT‐052
Sunflowers
783956100276

DTT‐050
Robot Blue Background
783956100252

DTT‐049
Radioactive
783956100245

DTT‐048
Horse and Flowers
783956100238
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